This is your very first concertina (also called “accordion”) book! Print it and staple all pages along their longest edge, as the red arrows indicate.

Choose your favorite technique and color all pages. Use extra space to draw something connected to their lives.

Use your book to study and tell the stories of these heroines, many of whom are featured in our exhibits, to others. Enjoy!
A is for... Anne de Beaujeu
B is for... Berenguela of Castile
C is for... Constance, Queen of Sicily
D is for... Douglas Margaret
E is for... Empress Matilda
F is for... Faltonia Betitia Proba
G is for... Giuseppa Barbapiccola
H is for... Héloïse d'Argenteuil
I is for... Isabella I of Castile
J is for... Joan I of Navarre
K is for... Katherine of Valois
L is for... Levina Teerlinc
M is for... Margaret of Austria
N is for... Anne Neville
O is for... Olga of Russia (or Kiev)
P is for... Catherine Parr
Q is for... Queen Aah-Hotep
R is for... Running Eagle
S is for... Suzanne, Duchess of Bourbon
T is for... Teresa of Ávila
U is for... Urraca of León and Castile
V is for... Vittoria Colonna
W is for... Elizabeth Woodville
Z is for... Empress Wu Zeitan